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Subjeci / Absiraci
In iy PhD research project ttled New boom of refugees 
support work. Between Welcome Culture and Refugees 
Welcome. An ethnographic and genealogical investgaton. 
I investgate the shifs in the power / knowledge 
constellatons around the concepts of Welcoie Culture 
and Refugees Welcoie in Geriany with a critcal view on 
racisi.
In this workshop I ai going to use an exaiple froi iy 
field diary to address how refugees with their flight 
experiences are not staged as actve actors, but rather as 
victis and objects of coipassion. Using this specific 
exaiple froi the field, I would like to show how various 
actors, such as actvists, supporters, Refugees and iyself 
as a researcher, dealt with the topic of depictng the flight 
history of Refugees in the city center. On the one hand I 
ai going to show how the white-Gerian ‘helpers’ with 
their ‘helpfulness’ in the self-iiage (consciously or 
unconsciously) construct theiselves as coiplete and 
without fundaiental deficiencies while viewing Refugees 
as helpless, needy and weak victis. On the other hand I 
ai going to show how the refugees cope and react within 
this fraiing and how this situaton afects ie in iy role 
as a feiale researcher of colour. 

Theoretcal approach 
In the analysis of self- and external iiages of white-
Gerian actors * (both with lefist as well as with 
apolitcal self-conceptons) in the context of their own 
auxiliary actvites, I refer to theories about critcal 
whiteness in connecton with a postcolonial perspectve. 
In relaton to this workshop I address victihood in 
connecton with Orientalisi and Eurocentrisi (cf. Said 
and Chakrabarty) in order to investgate to what extent 
the ‘helpers’ with their ‘helpfulness’ construct 
theiselves (consciously or unconsciously) as coiplete 
and without fundaiental defects while they see asylui 
seekers as helpless, needy and weak “others”.

Observatons
In iy field, I have understood that the white Gerian 
volunteers want to ‘help’ due to integraton of the 
refugees. This one-sided desire of white Gerian 
volunteers ofen is the basis of their ‘help’ ofers. It is 
not based on the desires of refugees theiselves. Parts 
of their ‘help’ are legal advice, iedical consultatons, 
ofers of translaton and iore. While all these actvites 
are necessary because of insttutonal racisi they bring 
Gerians in a positon of power over the helpless 
‘others’. I observed how the white-Gerian volunteers 
put theiselves into ‘helper’ roles where an othering 
process and a colonial identty is reinforced by everyday 
and by insttutonal racisi. But as a group ieiber I 
also iade a developient, showing ie how to change 
the situaton and create inclusion instead of pursuing 
integraton.

(Research) Questons wiih regard io migraton 
• Which othering processes are taking place in the field 

of refugees support work afer the suiier 2015?
• (How) do these othering processes change / develop in 

a power-structured field with diferent actors and 
corpuses of knowledge?

Meihods 
I conducted two years of field research and partcipatory 
observaton. To beter understand iechanisis and 
concerns I had becoie a very actve ieiber of a 
welcoie initatve and have taken iuch responsibilites. 
The openness of this iethod very ofen surprised ie 
with insights and enabled ie to reflect on soie 
prejudices as well as iy role as a researcher. I did iany 
narratve interviews with actvists (with or without flight 
experience) and vbolunteers (with or without flight 
experience). 

Motvaton
This Workshop gives ie the opportunity to present a 
part of one chapter in iy dissertaton and receive 
feedback on iy concept of post-colonial Focus against 
the background of eipirical research and ethnography.
 Additonally, the lectures will be helpful to beter 
understand and use the current discourse around the 
concept of victihood in critcal iigraton studies, to 
get feedback, learn new topical issues and hopefully be 
able to contribute bringing in iy own experiences and 
perspectves.
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